
Rocks and Minerals

Observe the Mohs Hardness Scale and answer the questions that follow.
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1) Arrange these minerals in the increasing order of their hardness.

diamond, �uorite, topaz, talc, quartz

9) Arrange these minerals in the decreasing order of their hardness.

gypsum, corundum, calcite, topaz, orthoclase

5) Name two objects that can scratch calcite.

6) A knife won’t scratch this mineral, but this mineral can scratch glass, although

just barely. Name the mineral. 

7) What are the two minerals that can be used to cut glass?

8) Which is tougher to scratch with a knife: calcite or �uorite?

10) List out the minerals that can be scratched by a copper coin.

2) Which of these minerals is harder than apatite but softer than quartz?

a)  calcite

c)  orthoclase d)  gypsum

b)  corundum

3) Check the softest among the given minerals.

a)  calcite

c)  �uorite d)  gypsum

b)  diamond

4) Which of these minerals can neither cut nor scratch glass easily?

a)  corundum

c)  quartz d)  topaz

b)  apatite
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